We present a comparative analysis of PP ordering in English and (Mandarin) Chinese, two languages with distinct typological word order characteristics. Previous work on PP orderings have mainly focused on English using data of relatively small size. Here we leverage corpora of much larger scale with straightforward annotations. We use the Penn Treebank for English, which includes three corpora that cover both written and spoken domains, and the Chinese Penn Treebank for Chinese. We explore the individual effect of dependency length, the argument status of the PP (argument or adjunct) and the traditional adverbial ordering rule, Manner before Place before Time. In addition, we evaluate the predictive power of dependency length and argument status with weights estimated from logistic regression models. We show that while dependency length plays a strong role across genre for English, it only exerts a mild effect in Chinese. On the other hand, the argument status of the PP has a pronounced role in both languages, that is, there exists a strong tendency for the argument-like PP to appear closer to the head verb than the adjunct-like PP. Our work contributes empirically to the long-standing proposal in linguistic typology that crosslinguistic word ordering preference is driven by cooperating and competing principles. b. Dylan presented to her colleagues and friends on something linguistic .
Introduction
Recent research has presented typological evidence that the overall or average dependency lengths between syntactic heads and their dependents tend to be minimized by their grammars as a whole (Futrell et al., 2015) . Other experiments looking at specific syntactic constructions of individual languages that have alternative constituent orderings have also shown that speakers opt for constituents of shorter length to appear closer to their syntactic heads and thus shorten overall dependency distance in the sentence (Jaeger and Norcliffe, 2009) . It has been argued as well as demonstrated in psycholinguistic and corpus studies that the preference for shorter dependencies is driven by processing efficiency (Gibson, 1998; Levy, 2013) and ease of communication (Hawkins, 2014; Gibson et al., In Press) . As an illustration of how dependency length minimization (DLM) applies to constituent orderings, consider the following sentences in English:
(1) a. Dylan presented on something linguistic to her colleagues and friends .
Both (1a) and (1b) have two PPs, shown within square brackets: on something linguistic and to her colleagues and friends. Switching the order of the two PPs does not change the grammaticality nor the semantic meaning of the sentence. As indicated by the syntactic dependency arcs, we consider the prepositions in both PPs to be the heads of their respective constituents, and to be dependents of the verb presented, which is the head of the VP in each sentence. The length of the dependency that attaches each PP to its corresponding VP is then the linear distance between the head of the dependency relation (the verb presented) and the preposition, which serves as the dependent. In both (1a) and (1b), the dependency length between presented and its closest PP is the same; however, the distance between presented and the farther PP is shorter in (1a), where the PP of shorter length is placed closer to the verb. From this example, we can see that in cases where the VP has two PP dependents occurring on the same side of the head verb, DLM predicts that there is a preference for placing the shorter PP closer to its head.
The effect of dependency length on syntactic preferences has been examined in various ways (Gibson, 2000; Gildea and Temperley, 2007; Gildea and Temperley, 2010; Temperley, 2007) . Although strong evidence for DLM has been found, it is clear that it is not the only motivation in determining preferred word orders. Other competing and/or cooperating factors must also be at play that govern ordering preferences. The interaction between DLM and other principles and constraints in different contexts is currently under investigation Wiechmann and Lohmann, 2013) .
This study makes a contribution to the aforementioned research direction. We present a comparative analysis of PP orderings in English and Chinese, two languages with distinct typological properties. We focus in particular on VP instances with exactly two PP dependents appearing on the same side of the head verb, the ordering of which permits flexibility. Previous work on PP orderings has mainly focused on English with relatively small amounts of data (Hawkins, 1999; Wiechmann and Lohmann, 2013) .
Here we resort to corpora of much larger scale with straightforward annotations. For English, we use the Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993) , which includes syntactic structures for approximately one million words of text from each of: the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), the Brown corpus (Kučera and Francis, 1967) and transcriptions of spontaneous spoken conversations from the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992) . For Chinese, we exploit the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB) (Xue et al., 2005) , which has a total of 500K words. We probe to what extent dependency length, the argument status of the PP (argument or adjunct), and the traditional adverbial ordering rule, Manner before Place before Time, explain the observed PP ordering patterns. We explore how the effects of the three factors and their interactions differ across genres for English, and between the two languages.
Related Work

Dependency length
Preceding DLM, the preferences for shorter syntactic dependencies have been formulated in various principles, including Early Immediate Constituent (Hawkins, 1994) , Minimize Domains (Hawkins, 2004) and Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson, 2000) . These principles all suggest the same idea that if grammatical alternatives exist for the syntactic constructions, there is a tendency to put shorter constituents closer to the syntactic heads and to avoid longer dependencies. Empirical support for the significant effects of dependency length in constituent ordering preferences has been found in various studies. Most work has focused on one specific or few syntactic structures in English, ranging from heavy NP shift (Wasow, 1997a; Arnold et al., 2000) , dative alternation (Wasow and Arnold, 2003; Bresnan et al., 2007) , verb particle constructions (Lohse et al., 2004) , to postverbal PP orderings (Hawkins, 1999; Wiechmann and Lohmann, 2013) and so on. Some studies have extended their investigations to constructions in a small number of languages other than English, including Japanese (Yamashita and Chang, 2001; Yamashita, 2002) , Korean (Choi, 2007) , Russian (Kizach, 2012) , Persian (Rasekh-Mahand et al., 2016) and certain Romance languages .
As powerful as its effects are, dependency length itself will not suffice for predicting syntactic orderings across languages. First of all, dependency length is not able to indicate which ordering structure might be preferred when switching the order of constituents does not change the overall dependency length. As seen in the following examples, both (2a) and (2b) have two PPs, which are of equal length, occurring after the head verb sings. Here we calculate dependency length as the distance from the head to its dependents, including the head verb. Changing the order of the two PPs does not appear to affect the total dependency lengths in (2a) and (2b) 1 .
(2) a. Charlie sings in the morning on the balcony Additionally, previous studies have shown that longer dependencies are preferred in certain syntactic constructions in corpora (e.g. preverbal adjuncts ordering in English (Rajkumar et al., 2016; Temperley, 2007) ). Other psycholinguisitc experiments presented that subordinate clausal structures with longer dependencies are easier to process in both rigid OV (e.g. Hindi (Vasishth and Lewis, 2006) ) or non-rigid OV languages (e.g. German (Konieczny, 2000; Konieczny and Döring, 2003) ).
What's more, the efficacy of DLM appears to vary crosslinguistically. Comparing German and English, Gildea and Temperley (2007) showed that German tends to have longer dependencies and minimizes dependency lengths to a lesser extent. They argued that the prevalent OV structures in German, where the verbs are in the final position, enlarge the dependency distance between the verb and its preverbal dependents. One other possible explanation that they discussed was that German has relatively free word order, which means that the constituent orderings in German may be driven more by considerations other than DLM. Looking at 37 languages, Futrell et al. (2015) suggested that head-final languages such as Japanese have longer dependencies compared to head-initial languages like English and Arabic. They conjectured that rich case marking systems in head-final languages allow more word order freedom, which lead to longer dependencies. Regardless of the proposed explanations, the fact that dependency length is minimized to different extents, and that it is not always minimized in certain cases indicate there are other cooperating and competing biases, cognitive or structural, that are effective and interact with DLM (Hawkins, 2014; MacWhinney et al., 2014) 
Argument status
The role of argument status in constituent orderings is hardly new. Arguments prefer to be adjacent to their syntactic heads compared to adjuncts, which has been shown extensively in English (Culicover et al., 2005; Jackendoff, 1977; Pollard and Sag, 1994) as well as in other languages (Tomlin, 1986; Dyer, 2017) .
Previous literature has distinct ways of deciding whether a constituent is an argument or an adjunct when investigating its effects on syntactic ordering preferences. For instance, in an examination of heavy NP shift, Wasow (1997b) found different shifting patterns when the verb and the PP are collocations than when they are not. When the verb and the PP are collocational, in other words, when the PP is considered to be an argument of the verb, (e.g, take into account), there is a greater tendency to shift the NP and place the PP immediately after the verb. On the other hand, when the verb and the PP are not collocational (e.g., take to the store), the proportion of examples where the NP is shifted is much smaller. Using 394 relevant sentences in English, Hawkins (1999) noted the significant roles of syntactic dependency and the argument status of the PP, namely that the PP which is a complement of the head verb tends to appear closer to the verb. Wiechmann and Lohmann (2013) found similar results with 1,256 sentences from both the written and spoken sections of the International Corpus of English. Both Hawkins (1999) and Wiechmann and Lohmann (2013) used entailment tests to define the argument status of the PP in relation to the verb. For instance, the PP on his family in the sentence He counts on his family is an argument of the verb counts, since the sentence does not entail He counts. By contrast, the PP in the park in the sentence He played in the park is an adjunct of the verb played because the sentence does entail He played. With the same entailment tests, Lohse et al. (2004) showed that the length of the object NP as well as the argument status of the particle in relation to the verb influence the orders of verb particle constructions in English.
Manner Place Time (MPT)
Proposed in Quirk et al. (1985) , the traditional ordering rule for PPs and adverbials in postverbal position in English appears to follow Manner before Place before Time (MPT), as in Zoey danced [ manner elegantly] [ place on the dance floor] [ time at night]. In contrast, this rule applies in the opposite direction when the PPs and adverbials occur in preverbal positions. That is, the ordering of preverbal PPs and adverbials follows Time before Place before Manner (TPM) (Hawkins, 1999) . While Hawkins (1999) found that MPT plays no significant role in PP ordering in English, Wiechmann and Lohmann (2013) showed that it has a statistically significant yet weak effect.
3 Experiments 2
Data
We searched for sentences in PTB and CTB with verb phrases containing exactly two PPs attached to the same side of the same head verb, where the ordering of the PPs allows certain flexibility. (Gildea and Jaeger, 2015) . To estimate the effect of dependency length on PP ordering, we followed the simple procedure as Hawkins (1999) . We measured the lengths of the PP closer to the verb and of the PP farther from the verb as the number of tokens in each PP. We approximated phrase length using the number of tokens according to the treebank tokenization. We then calculated the proportion of cases where the shorter PP occurs closer to the head verb, the longer PP appears closer and when the two PPs are of equal length, for each corpus separately.
Argument status
To decide the argument status of a PP constituent, we borrowed the coding scheme from Merlo and Ferrer (2006) , which carefully distinguishes PP arguments and adjuncts given their annotated grammatical function and semantic tag from the treebanks, shown in Table 2 . As described in their paper, the motivation to include untagged PPs as arguments is due to that in the corpora, NPs (direct object & indirect object) and sentential constituents that are clearly arguments of the verb are left untagged (Marcus et al., 1994; Bies et al., 1995) . The difference between argument and adjunct is gradient and not a binary distinction. Rather than looking at each PP as strictly an argument or an adjunct, we interpret the notion as an approximation for how argument-like and adjunct-like each PP is relative to the head verb. To analyze the effect of argument status, we only examined VP instances that have one argument-like PP and one adjunct-like PP (WSJ: n = 1371, Brown: n = 1048, Switchboard: n = 470, CTB: n = 68). We then computed the proportion of cases when the argument-like PP occurs closer. Statistical significance of the effects for both dependency length and argument status in each language were evaluated with Monte Carlo permutation test for 1,000,000 iterations. 
Manner Place Time
In the treebanks, certain PPs have function tags that denote manner (PP-MNR), place (PP-LOC) or time (PP-TMP). We restricted our analysis to sentences that have both PPs annotated with these function tags. For English, we calculated whether the ordering of the two PPs follow MPT. For Chinese, we computed whether the ordering of the two PPs folow TPM.
Logistic Regression Models
We further compare the predictive power of dependency length and argument status in PP ordering with logistic regression modeling, which has been widely applied to model structural preferences (Bresnan and Ford, 2010; Levy and Jaeger, 2007; Morgan and Levy, 2015; Wasow et al., 2011) . We did not include the rule of MPT in the model as the number of cases where it applies is quite small (see Section 4.5). Following similar methods in Rajkumar et al. (2016) , we trained the logistic regression models to predict the original observations in the corpora. For each model, we evaluated its prediction accuracy with Monte Carlo permutation test for 10,000 iterations. We randomly selected half of the original instances extracted from the corpora and left them the way they were. For the other half, we constructed their structural variants simply by switching the order of the two PPs. Hence for the dataset of each corpus, half of the sentences are the originals while the other half are the constructed variants. The outcome binary variable is the ordering of the two PPs, represented as Order. We code Order as 1 for all original sentences, and 0 for all variants. Dependency length and argument status are included as the predictors in the model. For dependency length, we code it as 1 when the shorter PP is closer to the head verb, -1 when the longer PP is closer, and 0 when the two PPs have the same length. For argument status, we code it as 1 when the argument-like PP appears closer, -1 when the adjunct-like PP occurs closer, and 0 when the argument status of the two PPs is the same. A summary of our coding for the predictors is presented in Table 3 . Liu et al., 2009; Mei, 1980) . Nevertheless, compared to English, which has more consistent head-dependent orderings, the headedness of different structures in Chinese is profoundly inconsistent.
The adposition system in Chinese has been argued and shown to have both prepositions and postpositions (Hawkins, 1994) . The VP instances that fit our search criteria in CTB (i.e. cases with exactly two PP dependents attached to the same side of the head verb) appear as (5), where two head-initial PPs are placed before the head verb. Different from the PP orderings in English (see Section 2.1), where both the VP and the PP are head-initial, here we observed inconsistent headedness between the VP and the PP. Though based on predictions by DLM, the structure of (5a) will be more preferred to that of (5b), as the shorter PP is closer to the head verb in (5a). Nevertheless, when the head verb has head-initial PP dependents, to derive optimal overall dependency lengths, the PPs should occur after, rather than before the head verb like Chinese. In the cases below, the longest dependency length between the first PP and the head verb is already incurred regardless of the orderings of the two PPs, so it may not matter as much whether the shorter PPs are closer to the head verb or not. Accordingly, we expect there to be much weaker or even no effect for dependency length in PP orderings in Chinese.
(5) a. 他们 将 在 在 在 生产 电子产品 方面 和 和 和 中国 进行 互利 合作 They will in the aspects of electronic device production with China conduct mutually beneficial collaboration.
b. 他们 将 和 和 和 中国 在 在 在 生产 电子产品 方面 进行 互利 合作 They will with China in the aspects of electronic device production conduct mutually beneficial collaboration.
They will collaborate in a mutually beneficial fashion with China in the production of electronic devices.
Effect of dependency length
As shown in Figure 1 3 , the order predicted by DLM is strongly preferred in English. The number of sentences that have the shorter PP closer to the verb is 1.8 to 3.5 times larger than the number of sentences that have the longer PP closer to the verb. However, in roughly 20% of all sentences, DLM makes no prediction, since the two PPs have the same number of tokens. Although these numbers suggest that the preference for DLM is not as strong in spoken data as it is in written text, the preference for shorter dependencies is substantial across all three domains.
On the contrary, Chinese shows only a mild tendency for DLM. The number of cases when the shorter PP appears closer is not significantly much larger than that of instances when the longer PP is closer.
This aligns with what we expected originally, that when inconsistent headedness exists between the VP and the PP, as in Chinese, dependency length does not seem to play a strong role. To acquire a better understanding of why the efficacy of DLM is weaker in spoken genre than in written texts for English, we took a closer examination at the PP lengths of the extracted instances from the three corpora in PTB. We conjectured two possible reasons. First, compared to written texts, the average PP length for spoken genre might be much shorter. Second, spoken data might have more cases where the length difference between the two PPs is relatively small. Both indicate it might be less necessary to put the shorter PP closer to the head verb in Switchboard, leading to overall weaker preference for DLM. To test our conjectures, we computed the average PP lengths as well as the number of cases where the lengths of the two PPs differ by only 1-2 words. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 4 , the average PP length in Switchboard is comparable to that in Brown, and only mildly shorter than that of WSJ (by 0.3 word). The proportion of cases where the two PPs have small length difference in Switchboard is similar to Brown, while slightly higher than WSJ (by 1.2%). This suggests that there are other potential constraints possibly competing with dependency length and working in different directions. They play stronger roles in the spoken than written domains in English and have overruled the impact of dependency length.
Corpus
Average PP length % with small PP length difference WSJ 5.4 ± 0.6 34.7 ± 6.7 Brown 4.7 ± 0.6 42.8 ± 6.9 Switchboard 4.0 ± 0.5 49.5 ± 6.9 Table 4 : Comparisons of PP lengths
Effect of argument status
Consistent across domains for English and for Chinese, there appears to be a strong preference for argument-like PP to be close to the head verb. The number of instances where an argument-like PP is more adjacent is 1.5 to 2.7 times larger than when the adjunct-like PP occurs closer. By comparison, argument status has stronger effect in Switchboard and CTB than WSJ and Brown. Now it is natural to ask how argument status interacts with dependency length pertaining the order of the two PPs. We estimated and compared the effects of argument status in sentences when the shorter PP appears closer versus when the longer PP is closer. In particular, in cases where shorter PPs are closer, it might matter less whether these shorter PPs are argument-like or not, since dependency length is already exerting a positive effect. Comparatively, in instances where longer PPs are closer, it is possible that most of the longer PPs are arguments of the verb, and tend to be more adjacent. Though results from Figure 3 do not align exactly with our initial thoughts, we observe some interesting patterns. In WSJ, when the longer PPs are close, the number that those longer PPs are arguments of the head verbs is significantly much larger. The preference for argument-like PP to be adjacent even when it is the longer PP suggests that when dependency length and argument status have the opposite effect, there will be strong competition between the two factors. This indicates that in WSJ, dependency length and argument status might have comparable predictive power in deciding what the PP ordering will be. In Switchboard, on the other hand, the argument-like PP is more adjacent to the head verb regardless of whether it is the shorter or the longer PP. The consistently pronounced effect for argument status here suggests that it might bear a stronger role than dependency length. When the two factors are pulling in different directions, the PP ordering might abide more by predictions of argument status than of DLM. However, in Brown, the number of the argument-like PPs being close is not much higher than by chance in spite of its length. This suggests there might be more cooperation rather than competition between the two constraints.
Cooperation and competition between dependency length and argument status
To further compare the cooperation and competition between the dependency length and argument status, we turn to evaluate and quantify the predictive power of the two factors with logistic regression mod- Figure 3 : Effect of argument status when short vs. long PP is closer els. We examined cases where at least one of the two constraints has an effect. Results from Figure 4 demonstrate that dependency length and argument status cooperate as well as compete with each other to different extents in the treebanks. The relative strengths of the two factors vary across domains in English and across the two languages. The most strongly preferred order is when the PP that is both shorter and argument-like to be adjacent to the head verb. On the other hand, competition between the two factors arise when they pull in the opposite directions (i.e. when the shorter PP is an adjunct or when the longer PP is an argument). The comparable predictive power for the two constraints in WSJ speaks to what we suggested earlier (see Section 4.3), that there is strong competition when dependency length and argument status are working against each other. In Brown, dependency length appears to be more predictive than argument status, indicating that the shorter PP is still more likely to be closer even when it is not an argument. In other words, the PP orderings in Brown will align more with predictions by DLM.
In both Switchboard and CTB, argument status has a more pronounced role. This contrast suggests that in these two corpora, the orders tend to put the argument-like PP adjacent to the head verb, even if it is the longer PP between the two PPs. 
Effect of Manner Place Time
Though there were not enough cases that TPM applies in Chinese, we found a significant role for MPT in English. This differs from Hawkins (1999) and Wiechmann and Lohmann (2013) , which have shown no or weak effect for MPT, respectively. It is possible that their results are due to the use of smaller language samples. In our dataset, MPT applies to about 6% of all instances. Within this set, it correctly accounts for the order of 89.3% of sentences in WSJ, 100% in Brown, and 100% in Switchboard. However, because it applies so infrequently, its overall impact is much smaller than that of dependency length and argument status.
Discussion & Conclusion
We analyzed the effects of dependency length, argument status and MPT in PP orderings for both English and Chinese. Consistent with previous studies, dependency length serves as a strong predictor for PP ordering across domains in English. Nevertheless, it only exerts a mild effect in Chinese. This relates to previous studies, which have shown that whether the preference for DLM exists and its efficacy are dependent on the headedness of the specific structures for languages with different typological characteristics (Lohmann and Takada, 2014; . The argument status of the PP also has a pronounced effect on the orderings. It appears to play a comparable or even stronger role when compared to dependency length using logistic regression modeling. Overall, our results provide direct and quantitative evidence that dependency length and argument status are competing and cooperating motivations in PP ordering preferences across English and Chinese. As effective as dependency length and argument status are, it is clear that around 30% of the data in English and around 40% of the data in Chinese remain unexplained based on model prediction accuracy presented in Table 5 . Other constraints and their interactions with dependency length and argument status await to be discovered. One other factor that has been addressed previously on PP orderings is pragmatic information status (Hawkins, 1999; Wiechmann and Lohmann, 2013) . Though Hawkins (1999) found no significant role for pragmatic information, it seems to have a mild effect based on results from Wiechmann and Lohmann (2013) .
Corpus
Accuracy ( Table 5 : Model prediction accuracy with dependency length and argument status Finally, previous experiments have presented contrary evidence regarding whether shorter dependencies will facilitate processing in Chinese relative clauses. Different from the head-initial relative clause structure in English, the head noun of relative clauses in Chinese comes in the final position. This results in longer dependencies in subject-extracted (SR) than object-extracted relative clauses (OR), whether the relative clause is modifying the subject or the object of the sentence. Certain studies have found that ORs are easier to process than SRs (Gibson and Wu, 2013; Hsiao and Gibson, 2003) , providing support for predictions by DLM. On the other hand, findings from others have shown significantly shorter reading times for SRs for both adults (Hsiao and MacDonald, 2013; Vasishth et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010) and children of different ages (Hu et al., 2016) . As argued in Jäger (2015) , expectation-based accounts are able to offer more thorough explanations. It is possible that SRs are processed faster due to its higher conditional probabilities given the preceding context in the sentence. Following this line of thought, it is likely that one's probabilistic knowledge of the grammars for a language as well as the overall structural distributions of the language affect constituent ordering preferences. Extensions of these predictions to word order variations across languages will lead to a more fruitful research direction.
